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Abst ract - -Mat r i ces  represented asa sum of diagonal and semisepaxable ones are considered here. 
These matrices belong to the class of structured matrices which arises in numerous applications. Fast 
O(N) algorithms for their inversion were developed before under additional restrictions which were 
a source of instability. Our aim is to eliminate these restrictions and to develop reliable and stable 
numerical algorithms. In this paper, the case of semisepaxable matrices of order one is considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper,  we consider an N x N matr ix  R of the form 
R = D + S, (1.1) 
where D diag(dk,  1 < k < N} is a diagonal matr ix  and S N = = (si,j}i,j=l is a semiseparable 
matr ix  of order one. 
By definit ion, matr ix  A N = {aij}i,j=l is called semisepaxable of order n if for some vectors 
• N gk = {gk(i)}N1, hk = {hk(i)}N=l, Pk = {Pk(i)}N1, qk = {qk(~)}i=l, k = 1 , . . . ,  n, 
Ek=l gk(i)hk(j), 
aij = Ek=l pk(i)qk(j), 
O, 
l< i< j<N,  
l< j< i<N,  
i= j .  
Thus, the elements of S in (1.1) are of the form 
I g(i)h(j), l< i< j<N,  
sij = O, i = j, 
p(i)q(j), l < j < i < N, 
(1.2) 
i N where p = {p(i)}g=l, q = {q(i)}g=l, g ---- {g( )}i=1, h = {h(i)}g=l axe given N-d imens iona l  
vectors. In other words, the matr ix  S is composed of the upper t r iangular  part  of the matr ix  gh T 
of rank at  most one, and from the lower t r iangular  part  of another matr ix  pqT also of rank at 
most one. 
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Our aim is to obtain for the matrix of the form (1.1),(1.2), a numerically reliable inversion 
O(N) algorithm which can also be used for solving linear systems Rx = y at cost O(N) arithmetic 
operations. 
Probably the first time the linear complexity algorithm for inversion of such matrices was 
suggested in [1,2] was the assumption that the matrix R is strongly regular, i.e., all its leading 
minors are nonvanishing. In a paper of Gohberg and Kaashoek [3], the matrices of the form 
(1.1),(1.2) arose as input-output maps for discrete linear systems. In [3], an inversion formula 
was obtained by the assumption that the values ~fk = dk - g(k)h(k), which are called external 
coefficients, are nonvanishing. The formula obtained in [3] also admits a O(N) algorithm of 
numerical realization. In the present paper, we limit ourselves to the case n = 1, for which 
we obtain a rather simple linear complexity algorithm which is reliable and stable without any 
additional restrictions on the matrix R except its invertibility. The case of a semiseparable matrix 
of any order n will be considered in a later publication. 
We propose here a modification of Gohberg-Kaashoek formula valid for arbitrary values of 6k 
including zero. This modification is used to obtain a reliable inversion algorithm. Even in the 
case of a sum of a diagonal matrix and a matrix of rank 1, the results obtained seem to be new. 
A wide set of computer experiments was performed. In these experiments, pecial attention was 
paid to the cases of close to zero leading minors and close to zero external coefficients 6k. 
2. REPRESENTAT ION OF THE MATRIX  
Here we consider an invertible N x N matrix R of the form 
R = D + S, (2.1) 
where D = diag{dk,1 _< k _< N} is 
matrix of order one, i.e., the elements 
a diagonal matrix and S N = {sij}~j=l is a semiseparable 
of S in (2.1) are of the form 
g(i)h(j), l <_i < j < N, 
s~j = O, i = j, 
p(i)q(j), 1 < j < i <_ N, 
where p = {P(i)}~I,  q 
vectors. 
Matrix R may be represented as 
(2.2) 
= {q(i)}iN=l, g = {g( i )}~l,  h = {h( i )}g l  are given N-dimensional 
R = (F + L) -4- gh T, (2.3) 
where 
F = diag{6i}N=l, 6i = d~ - g(i)h(i), 
0, i< j ,  
L ( i , j )=  p( i )q ( j ) -g ( i )h ( j ) ,  1 < j < i < N. 
Put [ q(k) ] 
Bk 
[ h(k) J '  
Then one can write the elements of L as 
( 0, 
L( i , j )  = 
t C~Bj, 
Ck = [p (k )  - g(k)l. (2.4) 
i< j ,  
l< j< i<N.  
Matrix R is represented as a sum of lower triangular matrix and matrix of rank 1. Moreover, 
matrix L in (2.3) is semiseparable of order 2. 
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Similar to (2.3), one can represent 
R = (E + T) + pqT, (2.5) 
where 
E = diag{/i}g=x, li = di -p(i)q(i) ,  
-p(i)q(j) + g(i)h(j) = -C iB j ,  
T ( i , j )=  O, 
l< i< j<N,  
i> j .  
Suppose that in (2.3) and (2.5), 5i ~ 0, l~ ~ 0, for i -- 1,. . .  N. In this case, we have the 
relations 
R -1 = (F + L) -1 - (F + L) - lg  (VX) -1 hT(F + L) -1, (2.6) 
where 
U x = 1 + hT(F+ L)- lg,  
and 
R -1 = (E + T) -1 - (E + T) - lp  (YX) - I  qT(E + T) -1, (2.7) 
where 
V x = 1 + qT(E+T) - lp ,  
and the equality 
Following the Gohberg-Kaashoek method, we reduce (2.6),(2.7) to a more convenient form for 
further computations. Let us introduce the family of 2 x 2 matrices Ukj, k >_ j and Vkj, k <_ j by 
the formulas 
Ak = I - ~--kBkCk, Ukj = Ak-1 . . .  Aj, k > j, Ukk = I, (2.9) 
Gk = I + ~BkCk,  Vkj = Gk. . .  Gj-1, k < j, Vjj = I. (2.10) 
It is not difficult to prove that the matrix (F + L) -1 is given by the relations 
i , j=l 
i=l 
where {1 1 
L~j = O, 
Further, from (2.11) it follows 
l< j< i<N,  
i< j .  
(2.11) 
- (F  + L) - lg  = (F + L) - ICKo = col CjUj,1 , 
j= l  
where Ko = (~) ,  and 
hT(F + L ) - I=K:B(F  + L)- I=KTo row(UN+l , j+ lB j l )  N . 
\ " J / j= l  
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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By virtue of (2.6), (2.12), (2.13), we obtain 
U × = K~rUN+I, IKo.  (2.14) 
Thus, we obtain the formula 
R -1 = (F+ L) -1 +R x, (2.15) 
where 
1 1,  
R~j = -~i (CiUi, IKo) (UX)-I (KTo UN+I,j+IBj) ~ l <_ i , j  <_ N. 
A similar formula is derived from (2.7) and (2.10). One can represent the matrix (E + T) -1 as 
{1}  N x N 
= + [T,j],,j= 1 , (E+T)  -1 diag ~ ~=1 {1 
~CiVi+l,jB~g, 1 <_ i < j <_ N, 
O, l<_ j< i<N.  
Further set L0 = (~) ,  and then 
(E + T)- lp = (E + T)-ICLo = col -~CiVi+l,N+l , 
\ i / i=1 
qT(E+ T) - I - -   LTO row(V I , jB j l )  N , (2.16) 
\ °J/j=l 
V × = LToV1,N+ILo. 
Thus, we have 
where 
R - I=(E+T)  -1+Qx, (2.17) 
QX. 1 1 
*,3 = - l~  (CiV~+I,N+ILo) (VX) -1 (L TV1jBj) ~.  
Based on (2.15),(2.17), we are able to formulate the following assertion. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be an invertible matrix of form (2.1),(2.2). Let ~k = dk -g(k)h(k) # O, lk = 
dk -- p(k)q(k) ¢ O. 
Then the following inversion formula holds: 
1 (C,U,,1Ko)(UX) -1 (KTUN+I,j+IBj) ~--~., 1 < i < j < N, 
1 i = j, (2.18) R_l( i , j )  = ~1 + ~1 (CiUiaKo) (U x )-1 (KToUN+la+IBO --6i' 
1 l< j< i<N,  - (CiV~+I,N+ILo)(VX) -1 (LTVI,jBj) l~.' - - 
where the following notations are used: 
Ukj = Ak-~. . .  A j ,  k > j ,  Ak = I - -~BkCk ,  Ukk = I ,  
Ok 
Vk~ = Gk . . .  G~_~, k < d, Gk = I + ~BkCk,  V3~ = l ,  
lk 
V x T VX T = Kd UN+laKo, = L o VI,N+ILo, 
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and 
detR=UX 6i =VX li • 
The representation (2.18) is a modification of the Gohberg-Kaashoek formula which was ob- 
tained in [3] in a more general situation. 
3. INVERSION FORMULA 
The next aim is to derive from Theorem 1, the inversion formula for matrix R in the case where 
there are no restrictions 6k ~ 0 and lk ~ O. 
At first, we consider the case i < j. 
Set 
A~ = 6kAk ---- 6kI -- BkCk,  1 < k < N,  
X X Zk = Ak_ l . . .A  1Ko,  k > 2, Zl  = Ko, (3.1) 
sk = gTo A~. . .A ; ,  k < Y ,  SN+, = K~,  (3.2) 
Amk = 6m. . .6k ,  m < k, Am,m- ,  = 1. (3.3) 
Then 
1 1 
Ui lKo = Zi A , , i _ ,  i>1 ,  KTo UN+, j+I = ~ Sj+I,  j < N, 
' ' - -  ' ^ j ' -b l ,N  -- 
and moreover, by virtue of (2.14) 
1 
UX : SkZk /X--,,N' l<k<N+l ,  
and by virtue of (2.8) 
Thus, we obtain 
det R = SkZk ~ O, l<k<N+l .  
R- ' ( i , j )  = CiZi (S IZ , ) - '  Ai+I , j - IS j+ ,B j ,  i < j .  
Similarly for i > j, we set 
G~ = IkGk = lkI  + BkCk,  
Xk=G~. . .G~Lo,  k<Y,  
Yk T x x = L o G 1 . . .  Gk_ l ,  k >_ 2, 
"7ik = l i . . . l k ,  i >_ k, 
l<k<N,  
XN+I  = L0, 
r ,  = L , 
~i--1,1 : 1. 
Then, 
1 
- - ,  i < N, V/+I,N+IL0 ---- Xi+l "TN,i+l -- 
and by virtue of (2.16) 
and by virtue of (2.8) 
Thus, 
= 
" / j - l ,1  
1 
V x -- YkXk,  l<k<N+l ,  
~N,1  
det R = YkXk  ~ O, l<k<N+l .  
R -x = -C iX i+ l  (YIX1) -1 3'i-I,j+IYjBj, i> j .  
33:4-0 
j k l ,  
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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For the diagonal, we have 
1 CiZi~_~i (~Si+l( i_~.~BiCi~Zi~)- I  A1 Si+lBi R- I ( i ' i )  "~ ~i -~- , i / L-~i,N 
1 1 (c iz i )  (Hi+lB,) 
- -  + 
& 6i &&+lZ~ - (Hi+lB,) (C~Z~)' 
and thus, 
R- l ( i ,  i) = Si+~Z~ 
~&+lZ~ - (S~+IB~) (C~Z~)" 
Note that the denominator in the latter fraction equals det R. 
The formulas (3.4), (3.8), (3.9) lead to the following theorem• 
THEOREM 2. Let R be an invertible of matr ix  of the form (2.1),(2.2). 
Introduce the vectors and the numbers 
(3.9) 
5k = dk -- g(k)h(k) ,  Ik = dk -- p(k)q(k),  1 < k < N,  
Area = ~m. . .~k ,  m <_ k, Am,m_1 = 1, ~/ik = l i . . . I k ,  i >_ k, 7~-1,i =1 ,  
and by using them, define recursively 
Z1 = Ko,  Zk+l = (6kI -- BkCk)  Zk, k = 1 . . .  N,  
SN+I = KTo , Sk = Sk+l (6k I - -  BkCk) ,  k = N . . .1 ,  
Y, = Lo T, Yk+l = Yk ( lkI  + BkCk) ,  k = 1 . . .  N,  
XN+I  = Lo, Xk  = ( lkI  + BkCk)  Xk+l ,  k = N . . .  1. 
(3.10) 
Then, Uo = SiZi  = Y/Xi = detR # O, 1 < i < N + 1, and the inverse matr ix  R -1 is given by 
the relations 
v( i )(Uo) -1A i+ ld_ iu ( j ) ,  i < j ,  
R - l ( i , j )  = ai (Uo) -1 , i = j ,  (3.11) 
• - -1  
--r(~) (Uo) ~f i_ l , jT lS(3) ,  i > j ,  
where 
v(k)  = CkZk,  u(k) = Sk+~Bk, s(k) = YkBk,  r(k) = CkXk+l ,  ak = Sk+lZk.  
4. THE INVERSION ALGORITHM 
The numerical experiments showed that direct computations by formula (3.11) for large N 
leads to overflow. It occurs because of large values of the elements Zk, Sk, Xk ,  Yk, which are 
the products of a large number of the factors 6kI - BkCk and IkI  + BkCk.  This effect may be 
overcome by an appropriate scaling. One can introduce the scaling coefficients for two-dimensional 
vector W by the rule 
r](W) = m~(IW(1)l ,  tW(2)I), 
1 
~(W) = ~?(~V)' ~?(W) > 1, 
1, ~(w) <_ 1, 
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and set 
Z~ = g0,  Z~+ 1 = ~ (Z~) (6kI -- BkCk) Z~, k = 1 . . .  N,  
S~N+I = K{ ,  S'~ = fl (S~+I) S'~+I(6~ - BkC~ ), k = N .  . .1, 
y;= ~o, v; }+1 = ~ (Y/~) Y[: ( lkI  + BkCk) ,  k = 1 . . .  N, 
X~r+, = L0, X~ = /~ (X~+l)  (lkI + BkCk) X~k+l, k = N . . .  1. 
Then, it is easy to see that the elements of the recursion (3.10) are transformed as follows: 
Zk : Ztk (~(Ztk_ l ) . . .#(Z[ ) ) - I  , Sk---- Stk (~(Stkw1) . . .~(StN+l ) )  -1 , 
Yk = Y~ (~(Y~_ I ) . . .~(Y{) )  -~ , Xk = X~ O3(X~+I). . .~3(X~N+~)) -1 .
Moreover, to transform the elements of the inversion formula (3.11) in the ease i < j ,  one can 
use the representations 
v( i )=CiZ~ (~(Z~_ l ) . . .~(Z[ ) )  -1 , u ( j )=  (13(S}+2).. .13(S~N+1))-1S~+lBj,  
U0 : (~ (S~+2) . . .~  (S~V+l)) -1S~+lZ~+, (]~ (Z~) . . . j~  (Z[) )  -1 , 
and obtain 
R- I ( i , j )=C iZ~I3(Z~)  (S~+IZ~+,)-I  A i+I , j _ I~(S~+2) . . .~3(S}+I)S}+IB j ,  i < j. (4.1) 
Similarly, for i > j using the representations 
s ( j )=  ( ]~(Y j _ I ) . . .~(Y i ) ) - I y jB j ,  r(i) =CiX~+ 1 (~ (X~+2) . . .~  (X~r+O)- '  ,
Uo = (f~ (Y~'__,).../~ (y ; ) ) - i  Y~'X~ (~ (X~+l). . . f l  (X~v+l))-1, 
one can obtain 
R- l ( i , j )  = -CiX~+113 (X~+I) (Y/'Xl) -1 7i- l , j+1~ (Yi~-~) .. .  fl(Yj') Y~'Bj, i > j, (4.2) 
and for i = j using 
~, = (z (s :+, ) . . . z  (s i ,+~))  -1 s:+~z~ (~ (z f _d . . . z (z ; ) )  -1 , 
u0 = (~ (s~+d .. .~ (si,+~))-I s~z~ (~ (z~_l). . .~ (z~)) -1 , 
we obtain 
~ (s'+d (s~+~z') 
R-l( i , i)  = , , (SiZi) 
Thus (4.1)-(4.3) lead to another variant of an inversion formula: 
{ v'(i)A~+l,j_lu'(j), i < j, 
R- l ( i , j )  = a~, i = j, 
! " I I " - r  (~)'h_I,~+1 s (3), i > j, 
where the following notations are used: 
v'(i) = C,Z~Z (Z~) (S~+lZ~+I) -1 , ~'( j)  = S}+IBjZ(S~+I),  
r'( i) = C,X~+I~ (X~+I) (Y(X~) -~ , s ' ( j )  = Yj 'Bj~ (Yj') , 
S ~ (~ Z,~ , ~ (,+I) ~--- \ " i+  1 i /  
! ! ai (SiZ,) 
! I l ~ = 6~ (s 'm+d. . .e~ (s i+ , ) ,  m < k, A~,~_ I  = 1, 
~fk = h~ (Y/).. .  zk~ (YD, i a k, ~-1,~ = 1. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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To compute the elements of relation (4.4), the following algorithm is used. 
1. Start with Z~ = (O1), Y~ = (l O) and compute recursively for i = l , . . . ,N ,  
[ q(i) ] 
B, = [h(i)./' C, = [p(i) - g(i)], 
~(~) = C,Z 'Z  (Z~), 
Z' = 5iZ~(Z~) - Bi~(i), i+1 
2. Start with S~v+l = (0 1), X~v+I = (10) 
5, = d, - g( i )h( i ) ,  l, = d, - p( i )q( i ) ,  
s'(i) = Y~'B,Z (Y~') , 
Y(+ I = Y~'I~ (U)  + s' ( i)C~. 
and compute recursively for i = N , . . . ,  1, 
u'(i) = S~+IB, I~ (S~+t), 
,.~ ---- S~+15if~ (S ;+1)  -- u ' ( i )C i ,  
V!(i) = ?J(i) (S ,+ IZ ,+I )  -1  , 
! 
r ( i )  -~ C ,X~+l~ (X i+ l )  , 
X~ = 13 (X~+l) l,X~+ 1 + B,f ( i ) ,  
,.'(i) = ~(i) (Y~X4 -1 . 
3. Compute recursively for i -- 1 , . . . ,  N, 
I ! , ~ (3~+1) (S;+IZ;) 
t ! (s;z;) 
This algorithm requires 18N additions/subtractions a d 48N multiplications/divisions. 
5.  SOLUTION OF  L INEAR SYSTEMS 
The solution of the system of linear algebraic equations Rx = y, where R is the matrix of the 
form (2.1),(2.2) and y is a given vector from C N is found as x = XL 4- XD 4- XU, XL = RLy, 
XD = RDy, XU = RUy and RL, RD, Ru are correspondingly lower triangular, diagonal, and 
upper triangular parts of the matrix R -1 which is given by formula (4.4). 
For XL, we have XL(1) = 0 and for i > 2, 
XL(i) = --r'(i)z,, 
where 
i -1  
Zi ~ t 8 t • • 
= ~-,,~+, (3)y(31, 
5=1 
moreover, z, satisfies the recursive relations 
i 
zi+l = ~ 7~j+ls ' ( j )y( j )  ---- I~ (Yi')l izi 4- s'(i)y(i). 
j-~l 
Similar relations hold for the upper triangular part, i.e., for the xu. 
Thus, the following algorithm is obtained. 
1. Start with XL(1) = 0, zl = 0 and for i = 2 , . . . ,  N, compute recursively, 
y!  __  m z, = Z ( , -1 )  l ,_ ,z ,_ ,  + s'(i 1)y(i 1), 
zL(i) = -r ' ( i )z , .  
2. Compute recursively for i = 1, . . . ,  N, 
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3. Start with xu(N)  = 0, WN = 0 and for i = N - 1 , . . . ,  1, compute recursively, 
wi = f~ (S~+2) 5i+lwi+l + u'(i + 1)y(i + 1), 
xu( i )  = 
4. Compute the solution x 
X --~ X L -~-x  D ~- X U.  
This algorithm requires 7N additions/subtractions and 15N multiplications. Thus, the total 
amount of operations to solve the system is 22N additions/subtractions and 58N multiplica- 
tions/divisions. 
6. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We performed a large number of computer experiments with the algorithm designed in Sec- 
tions 4 and 5 to investigate its behavior in floating point arithmetic and to compare it with 
other available algorithms. We solved linear systems Rx = y for random values of input data 
p, q, g, h, D, y using the following algorithms. 
(1) GKK Gohberg-Kailath-Koltracht algorithm from [1]. 
(2) GK Realization of Gohberg-Kaashoek formula (2.15). 
(3) GE Algorithm presented in Sections 4 and 5. 
All of the algorithms (1)-(3) were implemented in the system MATLAB, version 4.2 with unit 
round-off error 2.2204 x 10 -16. The accuracy of the obtained solutions was estimated by the 
relations 
ilx - xG l i  IInx - y l i  
where x is the solution obtained by the corresponding algorithm, xc  is the solution obtained 
by the Gauss method using the standard MATLAB function which we assume to be exact. The 
values of the input data were obtained by using the random-function. In each case, the conditional 
number k2(R) of the original matrix was also computed. 
In all performed experiments, the values of p, q, g, h, y were chosen at random in the range 
of 0 to 10. To obtain close to zero leading minors or coefficients 6k, we controlled the values of 
the diagonal part D. 
1. In the first series of experiments, the values of D were taken from the range of 0 to 100 
which corresponds to the same scale of all elements of the matrix R. The results are presented 
in the Table 1. 
Table 1. 
GKK GK GE 
K2(R)  ~ ~y e ~y ~ Cy N 
5 50.53 
40 1.66e+04 
I00 2.44e+05 
160 9.37e+03 
240 5.39e+05 
4.89e-16 1.35e-15 
2.92e-14 9.22e-14 
7.50e-14 1 .41e- l l  
6 .05e-15 1.95e-14 
1.84e-13 1.49e-13 
4 .11e-16 4 .81e-15 
5 .46e- l l  6 .85e-10 
3 .81e-07 8.47e-04 
3.78e+12 6.37e+13 
2.10e+13 6.76e+18 
2.43e-15 2 .01e-15 
4 .90e-14 1.88e-12 
2 .00e-14 2 .61e- l l  
7 .27e-15 1.84e-13 
1.86e--13 1,50e-- l l  
Such a rough error in the GK algorithm for large N is accounted for by the fact that the solution 
obtained by formula (2.15) is a sum x = (D + S) - ly  + RXy, where elements of the matrices 
(D + S) -1, R x for large N are the products of a large number of the factors I -  (1/6k)BkCk. As 
a result, we obtain, and it is confirmed irectly, a sum of two very large items of different signs 
that leads to a large computing error. 
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Table 2. 
N 
5 9.36 
40 7.83e+02 
100 6.57e+02 
160 1.68e+04 
200 2.05e+03 
GKK GK GE 
K2(R)  e ~y e ey e cy 
4.60e--17 1.56e--16 
2 .94e-15 2.42e--15 
2 .02e-14 3.46e--14 
1.80e--14 7.17e--13 
3.05e--15 1.79e-15 
6.46e-16 3.35e--16 
3.27e-15 3.25e--15 
7.28e--15 2.42e--14 
7.47e-13 2 .29e- l l  
4.01e--13 2.60e--12 
1.67e--16 2.34e--16 
6.20e--15 6.37e--15 
3.04e--15 6.83e--15 
8.23e--15 9.52e--14 
2.62e--15 5.45e--15 
2. In the second series of experiments, we chose the diagonal elements in the range of 0 to 
1000, which led to the greater values of 6k = dk --g(k)h(k), decrease of the elements (1/6k)BkCk, 
and accordingly to improvement of the GK algorithm performance. The results are presented in 
Table 2. 
3. The following series of experiments was performed to investigate the stability of considering 
algorithms for 6 k close to zero. We obtained the values 62, 64 close to zero by the suitable choice 
of the diagonal elements d2, d4. The other elements dk were chosen similar to the previous eries 
in the range of 0 to 1000. The results are presented in Table 3. They show the stability of 
GKK and GE algorithms; just as in the GK algorithm, the considerable r duction of accuracy is 
observed. 
Table 3. 
GKK GK GE 
K2(R)  ¢ cy e ey ¢ ey 
169.23 2.86e-16 1.71e-16 1.36e-09 3 .54e-10 1.06e-15 6 .52e-16 
2.34e+03 1.63e-15 1.07e-13 4 .52e-07 1.02e-05 2 .74e-15 8 .69e-15 
3.56e+03 4.74e-15 1.88e-14 4 .27e-07 7.08e-06 4 .53e-15 3 .94e-14 
160.09 1.31e-16 4 .55e-16 1.35e-08 7 .13e-08 3 .00e-16 3 .60e-15 
2.66e+04 7.16e-15 3 .37e-14 4 .70e-10 1.51e-07 2 .35e-15 3 .59e-13 
6.01e+03 7.90e-15 4 .03e-15 0.0011 0.0132 1.05e-14 3 .92e-14 
144.87 3 .01e-16 1.11e-15 9 .47e-08 4 .44e-07 9 .98e-16 3 .25e-15 
1.07e+03 4.09e-15 4 .18e-15 0.0033 0.0418 1.83e-15 1.16e-15 
9.94e+03 5.03e-16 1.04e-14 5 .95e-07 2 .52e-05 5 .35e-15 3 .77e-15 
164.79 4 .48e-  16 2 .06e-  16 0.0076 0.0048 2 .99e-  15 7 .77e-  16 
1.25e+04 1.45e-14 9.01e-14 4.92 724.71 6 .44e-15 1.74e-14 
Table 4. 
GKK GK GE 
K2(R) e % E % ~ % 
116.16 2.59e-12 4 .23e-12 1.57e-16 2 .62e-16 2 .94e-16 4 .04e-16 
1.83e+03 3.66e-13 4 .71e-12 1.46e-12 2 .70e- l l  2 .74e-15 1.35e-14 
1.67e+03 3 .39e- l l  4 .86e- l l  4 .14e-14 1.28e-13 1.02e-15 4 .23e-15 
271.49 5 .86e-12 1.58e-10 1.83e-15 3 .98e-15 1.82e-15 1.49e-14 
542.31 5.82e-08 3 .43e-07 3.35e-16 9 .92e-16 1.34e-15 1.54e-14 
2.21e+03 6.76e-09 5.78e-09 1.44e-13 2 .50e-12 8 .86e-16 1.57e-15 
3.11e+03 1.96e-08 4 .36e-07 2.55e-13 9 .49e-12 2 .60e-15 1.82e-14 
271.75 7 .02e- l l  4 .06e-10 4 .56e-16 2 .71e-15 4 .66e-15 3 .97e-14 
2.79e+03 3 .45e- l l  2 .46e- l l  3 .40e-13 6 .07e-12 4 .00e-15 2 .08e-15 
2.75e+03 3.54e-12 7 .03e- l l  1 .42e-13 4 .20e-12 3 .85e-15 3 .47e-14 
271.61 9 .31e-09 5.40e-08 1.49e-15 2.42e-15 9 .10e-16 1.16e-14 
2.79e+03 1.51e-08 8.78e-09 4 .12e-13 4 .35e-12 8 .23e-15 8 .82e-15 
1.91e+03 1.27e-10 1.41e-09 1.81e-09 2 .70e-08 2 .44e-15 4 .80e-15  
N 62 $4 
5 le -3  1 
80 le -3  1 
200 le -3  1 
5 le -5  1 
60 le -5  1 
200 le -5  1 
5 le -3  le -3  
80 le -3  le -3  
160 le -3  le -3  
5 le -5  le -5  
160 le -5  le -5  
N "~2 "~4 
5 le-3 1 
80 le-3 1 
160 le-3 1 
5 le-5 1 
5 1 le-5 
80 1 le-5 
160 1 le-5 
5 le-3 le-3 
80 le-3 le-3 
160 le-3 le-3 
5 le- -5 le -5  
80 le- -5 le -5  
200 le- -5 le--5 
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4. In the final series, we investigated the behavior of algorithms for leading minors close to zero. 
Let us denote a leading minor of order k of the matrix R by [Rkl and let ~/k = ( IRk l / IRk - l l ) .  
Only the elements ~'k are used in the GKK algorithm (see [1]). We obtained the elements ~/2 
and ~'a close to zero by the suitable choice of the elements d2, d4. The other elements dk was 
given similar to cases 2 and 3. The results are presented in Table 4. 
The accuracy of the GKK algorithm worsened with the approach of ~/2, ~/4 to zero, the GK 
algorithm turns out unstable for the large N, and the GE algorithm demonstrates a stable 
behavior. 
Thus, in all[ experiments performed, the GE algorithm demonstrates a stable behavior. 
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